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The Dream of the Thylacine
Margaret Wild & Ron Brooks
Allen & Unwin
9781742373836 $29.99hb
In recent times it almost seems Ron Brooks’s picture books have been rationed. Late last year
there came the generous, revealing and invaluable memoir Drawn from the Heart. If it has
been a while between picture books, there is still the inexhaustible legacy of those books that
made Brooks’s name and reputation as Australia’s finest picture book maker. The Bunyip of
Berkeley Creek prepares to celebrate forty weird and wonderful years, while John Brown,
Rose and Midnight Cat (both texts by Jenny Wagner) remains as mysterious and affecting
after thirty-five years. Children may grow up quickly, but great children’s picture books
endure.
For the celebrated picture book Fox, Brooks created a set of searing images to depict
Margaret Wild’s story of trust, betrayal and hope. Likewise, Old Pig (again the text by
Margaret Wild), speaks not only to the vulnerable child, but to the knowing adult and to all
readers that have lost a parent, a grandparent.
‘Who in the world am I?’ wondered Alice as she navigated her strange new life down the
rabbit hole. The bunyip of Berkeley Creek echoed with a question of his own: ‘What in the
world am I?’ Indeed, what kind of creature is the thylacine? The unfortunate animal is no
longer here for us to pose this question: such meditations will remain forever moot.
Dream of the Thylacine mixes the raw power of Fox and some of the lyricism of Old Pig.
This new book swings between two worlds: the Edenic landscapes of Tasmania that were the
thylacine’s natural home and the stark, punishing world of imprisonment, the zoo where the
last known thylacine died in captivity. Either way, score one more masterpiece into a
catalogue crowded with them.
The thylacine is the most lamented, and ironically, the most enduring of Australia’s extinct
fauna. From beer labels to paranormal teen fiction, from tourism to tea-towels, the thylacine
lives on in our cultural memory. But we have a right to feel angry about the slaughter, not just
misty-eyed. It’s pleasing that Margaret Wild’s text – and Brooks’s treatment of this text –
invites the reader to feel raw emotions, not merely the approved ones. What other animals are
passing from the country in our lifetime? How might future generations feel about them?
Trapped am I,
in a cage of twisty wire, cold concrete.
PROWL
RAGE
HOWL
Brooks has not only created vivid landscapes thrumming with life, he has set the text, re-built
the words so that they grab the reader as pulsing Beat poetry. I like the way the text has been
condensed, thickened up, made stronger by the design. It would have been too obvious and
too easy to parcel those couplets primly across the book. This way, the poetry comes roaring
to life, the white text seared into stark, monochromatic backgrounds. What might have been a
lament becomes a howling rage against the dying light. The image of the thylacine facing the
text pages is the familiar one: the trapped, dying animal viewed through wire. The image is
degraded, like a fourth-hand copy, decaying like memory. The background on which the bold
typeface is placed suggests another layer of meaning. Here the buildings, weathered timber of
farm sheds, are not only signifiers of progress and expansion but are associated with
repression and ultimately destruction. Thus the pioneer myth is inverted. The endpapers also
show landscape through wire. Are we too imprisoned?

Text never appears on the double-page spreads of animal and landscape. It remains
segregated, trapped, as it were, in this world. But there is no comfortable fantasy of the
animal at one with nature. The landscape is already empty: the last known thylacine recalls,
from the cage in which it will die, the landscape where it once ran wild. And this also closes
off the clichéd possible that somewhere out there... ‘See me swagger across the wild
lands...see me glory at the edge of cliff’. But this swagger is halted. Everywhere there are
limits.
Dream of the Thylacine is also an invitation for Ron Brooks to paint the landscapes of
Tasmania that he knows so well. The text’s stark, desperate introduction gives way to the
thylacine moving across its native space. The thylacine’s body is sleek and stylised; you just
want to stroke its long, stripy back. There is an essential drama in the book’s design: as the
trapped thylacine becomes more abject, the landscapes, the places of which it dreams and
remembers and longs to escape into, become more seductive, more dreamlike, more
enchanting.
The landscape scenes also allude to traditions in Australian painting: the quiet places of
McCubbin, the cool blues of Arthur Boyd and Whitely’s dreamy, hypnotic curves. But to all
that, Ron Brooks brings his own lyrical vision, a shaman’s calling of trees, rock, water and
snow. Dream of the Thylacine calls to readers from all of these spaces – the art and the land.
W H Auden wrote that ‘There are good books which are only for adults. There are no good
books which are only for children’. The Dream of the Thylacine is the latter kind, a book for
readers of every age. Teenagers might well respond to its Romanticism. One of the pages in
the final is of a stony, weathered mountain range; the scene split by a rainbow, which softens
the experience but can’t entirely efface the existential mood. This is a book about loss and
enchantment. It is about finding consolation in place, in the physical world, the same physical
world from which the thylacine has been taken.
Mike Shuttleworth is the curator of the exhibition Look! The art of Australian picture books
today
www.slv.vic.gov.au/look

